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      "Why are School Buses Always Yellow? ignited a fire in our school.  With only small tweaks to our units, our teachers saw huge differences.  The students were so excited and eager to learn.  We have continued to build on that success with a focus on inquiry and Barell’s words of wisdom are often quoted during planning sessions."




  
          Kim Connor, Gifted/Talented Specialist




              


    
      



 


 
      "Educators often talk about developing lifelong learners - our team has had great success using Why Are School Buses Always Yellow? to catalyze professional conversations about how we can better cultivate curiosity through an inquiry approach.  I strongly recommend this book for those who are interested in unlocking the uniquely creative capacity of our youngest learners."




  
          Devin Vodicka, Superintendent




              


    
      



 


 
      "John discusses simple ways to develop authentic student inquiries using real life examples from teachers around the world illustrating the power of  the curious mind in all of us. The new chapter on evaluating sources in the digital age is particularly pertinent for our students. John inspires educators to ensure inquiry drives student learning in the classroom and beyond."




  
          Allyn Raw, Deputy Director and Primary School Principal




              


    
      



 


 
      "Questions give voice to wonderings and provide purpose to learn and broaden horizons. Superbly demonstrated within these covers is the understanding that inquiry is for all – no matter the interest or academic level. How is this possible and achievable? Open this book to discover ideas that can be easily adapted to any learning environment."




  
          Kerry Faber, B.Ed, M.Ed
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    SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than 4,400 titles, it includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content, including scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series, professional development titles, and more.

	The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.

	SAGE Knowledge brings together high-quality content from across our imprints, including CQ Press and Corwin titles.
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